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FOR MY PARENTS



 

In the year 2028, the sun beat down on the cracked, parched ground
of Arizona. Wiz, Beth, and Galileo were hanging out in their secret

hideout.



As the evening turned to night, the moon; a massive, bright orb in
the night sky was glaring at the children, beckoning them to go

home.



Wiz and his friends bid each other farewell as they walked back to
their respective homes.

 

Bye Wiz and
Galileo!



Wiz ate the last of the bread and jam, and went straight to bed. His
body was aching , the thin mattress, and scratchy sheet was rubbing

against his skin, but he was too exhausted to care.



As the inferno sun rose on the scorched land, Wiz  woke up from his
slumber. The only thing suspicious was that it was completely silent,

as if nature herself was holding her breath.



Wiz assumed his mother was still asleep until his phone rang piercing
through the silence like a thunderclap.



Wiz answered the phone to hear Beth's trembling voice on the other
end, "my mum is missing!" She cried.

 



 

Wiz's palms got sweaty, his heart pounding with fear. Could his own
mum also be missing?



 

Wiz rushed to his mother's room and opened the creaky door, only to
find it empty and as cold as a tomb!

 



  

Wiz called Beth, and they both contacted Galileo who they knew could
help.



   

As Beth, Wiz and Galileo made their way to their secret hideout,
Galileo saw a glinting object in the distance. He took a closer look and

saw it was a UFO.

Woah...



 

The UFO was hovering in the sky ominously. They eventually met at
the secret hideout. Galileo told Wiz and Beth what he witnessed.

I saw a UFO
on my way

here!



Extraterrestrial beings had entered Earth. Perhaps the invaders were
the ones keeping the mums captive?

 

Yo dude, i just
kidnapped these

women and hid them in
my crib. You know

what's up?



 

Determined to save the mums, the trio set out on a dangerous quest,
armed only with their wits and courage.



 

The blazing sun gazed down, making the air shimmer with heat waves
of doom.

Beep..Bop..Boo,
Let's go to that
purplish planet

over there! 



 

The temperature was unbearable, their thirst grew like a fire in their
throats, and the hot sand began burning through the soles of their

shoes.

I feel like I’m in
a toaster! 



 

As their walk across the desert came to an end, the massive UFO
landed creating a giant sandstorm.

It looked like a behemoth. As they walked closer, it became even
bigger. 



 

 "It's colossal." Beth described, 
"How are we sup posed to get in?" Galileo wondered.

 

It's colossal.
How are we
supposed to

get in?



 

But then . . . one of the panels opened up. Wiz went in first with no
hesitation. Inside was a maze of corridors.



 

They heard strange noises deep in the UFO. As they turned a corner
they saw a group of aliens. They were slender, with huge foreheads.

Their eyes were glowing a sinister aura.



 

The aliens hissed and clicked menacingly at each other, they were
very formidable.

IF YOU GIVE ME THE
SANDWICH I GIVE YOU

MY KNUCKLE SNADWICH!
TOOKOO PY



 

 Wiz didn't know what to do. How could they to scare the aliens and
retrieve their mums?



 

Luckily, Galileo's eyes lit up! 
"Let's cast a giant shadow to scare the aliens off. We can do

this by hopping on each others shoulders."
 

 

Let's cast a
 giant shadow to

scare th
e aliens off, 

we can do

this by hopping on each others

shoulders.



  

They all agreed to the plan. They hopped on each others shoulders
and made a giant shadow. It looked terrifying to the aliens point of

view, they were petrified!

Bye I'm
 outta

here!

SAME HERE

ME TOO!



 

Beth made a deep voice, "GIVE BACK THE HUMANS!"
The alien's knew what Beth was talking about, and out of sheer fear

threw the mother's out of their ship. The team quickly escaped with a
huge grin.

Beth's Mum

Wiz's Mum



 

  

The children were happy, they got their beloved mothers' back. They
trekked back through the desert . It was night when they reached

home.



 

This day would strengthen their bond as friends for eternity. They
learned that even when it feels like there's no hope remaining, giving

up is never an option! 



My name is Logan and I am from Indonesia, I like to play
sports and video games in my spare time. I want to be a
game designer and go to MIT (Massachusetts Institute of

Technology) when I become an adult.
 







Wheres Mum, tells a story of Wiz and his friends as they
learn that anything is possible by not giving up, and having

great teamwork. 
 

One morning Wiz wakes up, Beth calls Wiz saying that her
mum is missing. Wiz gets suspicious as to why its so quiet. 
Could his mum also be missing? They both call Galileo who

they knew could help. The trio set out on a dangerous quest
to retrieve those they love.


